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 Society's Net Assets as of May 31, 2017: Cash Account\$962,034.69Total CD\$2,159,311.85Prepaid expenses\$312,865.58Accrued expenses\$561,213.00Total Assets\$3,995,425.12

This report covers the period of June 1, 2016--May 31, 2017. The society remains in outstanding financial health, with a net benefit of \$268,721.17. The continuing success of our two journals, *Molecular Biology and Evolution* and *Genome Biology and Evolution*, allowed us to collect \$936,362.96 of revenue.

The society used its income to publish its two journals, *Molecular Biology and Evolution* and *Genome Biology and Evolution*, and to support its annual meeting, which was held in Gold Coast (Australia) in 2016. This included providing graduate and postdoctoral travel awards, which from this year on also includes registration-awards for about 100 additional young scientists, funding the Walter Fitch Prize Symposium (a cash prize for the winner and travel funds for all eight contestants), running the Undergraduate Diversity Mentoring Program, supporting the travel and accommodation of Council members, and providing travel incentives for Associate Editors of both journals. In addition, SMBE provides unbureaucratic and flexible childcare awards to support the families of those attending the meeting and we are proud to announce that, for the second consecutive year, we were able to fund 100% of the applications. SMBE further supports and acknowledges the scientific and community achievement of its members with a panel of Prizes for scientists at all career stages.

This year, the society has invested almost \$2,000,000 in 5-year-term credit deposit to guarantee the quality of its meetings and generate additional revenue that will be available from 2021 onwards to support additional actions of the society. Revenues Membership Dues\$25,837.25 Oxford Journal MBE\$625,148.75 Oxford Journal GBE\$306,899.00 Annual Meeting Revenue\$3,467.02 Unrestricted Donation\$232.00 Nei Lecture Fund Donation\$0.00 Interest Income−\$25,221.06 *Total Revenues*\$*936,362.96*Expenses Senior Editor Travel\$13,279.22 Associate Editors Travel\$121,375.49 Editor-In-Chief Travel\$6,651.72 Council Travel\$27,213.28 Fitch Symposium Travel\$8,336.19 Undergraduate Diversity Travel\$10,038.14 Young Investigator Travel\$111,756.60 Press Mtg. Registration\$1,158.97 *Total Travel*\$*299,809.61* Miscellaneous Prize & Career Awards\$17,565.10 Nei Lecture Publication Honor\$4,000.00 Diversity-Childcare\$23,097.08 *Total Prize & Awards*\$*44,662.18* Operating Expenses\$29,229.41 Bank Charges−\$1,260.57 Tax Preparation\$1,975.00 *Total Operations*\$*29,943.84* MBE Editing\$90,997.65 MBE Highlight Honoraria\$10,745.00 GBE Editing\$83,331.00 GBE Highlight Honoraria\$5,152.50 *Total Editorial*\$*190,226.15* Annual Meeting\$100,000.00 Satellite Meetings\$3,000.00 *Total Miscellaneous*\$*103,000.00* *Total Expenses*\$*667,641.78* *Net Benefit*\$*268,721.17*

[^1]: This article also appears, with doi: 10.1093/mbe/msx306, in Molecular Biology and Evolution by permission of both Editors-in-Chief. Also published as Mol. Biol. Evol. 35(1): 258.
